According to work by Talmy, Slobin and others, satellite-framed (S)-languages tend to express the path of motion in a verb particle and the manner of motion in the verb (jump, run, etc.), whereas verb-framed (V)-languages express the path in the verb (enter, exit) and the manner in an adverbial -if at all. In this paper, this typological distinction will be applied to data from Swiss German (Muotathal dialect), Standard German and French. As expected, French narratives use more path verbs than German narratives. However, there are surprising differences within the S-framed German varieties: Muotathal dialect rarely expresses manner, in some cases even less frequently than French. It is argued that two typological categories are not sufficient once dialects are taken into account. The categories not only need to be refined. It also needs to be recognized that there are additional dimensions (e.g. orality/literacy) which are important factors affecting typological affiliations.
In the present contribution, issues from the typological research on motion verbs are carried into the domain of variationist/dialectological linguistics. Three sets of parallel data are analyzed and compared here: Swiss German (SG) dialect data (from the Muotathal area in central Switzerland, MU) and Standard High German (SHG) data are compared with standard French (FR) data. The main aim is twofold: first, it will be shown that the assimilation of theoretical frameworks in typology (and -since they are tightly connected -with frameworks in psycholinguistics and cognitive linguistics) can lead to new dialectological insights. As will be shown, the former can in particular shed some new light on 'hidden' or at least nonsalient differences between dialects and their corresponding standard languages. Second, this contribution will argue that certain categories and distinctions that have sometimes been taken for granted in typology and cognitive linguistics have to be fundamentally revised if one takes into account dialectological and variationist data.
In section 2, some of the main issues of 'motion verb research' in typological and cognitive linguistics will be addressed. Section 3 presents the data sample used in this contribution, as well as some necessary notes on the sociolinguistics of Swiss German. Section 4 then singles out the verb slot and shows different usage patterns of the 'manner' and 'displacement' verbs in the varieties used in this paper. In section 5, the path and place arguments in the verb-sister position are compared, followed by a demonstration of the sometimes striking differences in the linguistic overtness of spatial information. These analyses, finally, are taken as the basis of a detailed discussion of the typological assumptions and what, in the case of this particular domain, dialectologists and typologists can learn from each other (section 6).
Typological approaches to motion verbs
As Tesnière (1959: 307-308) has pointed out, verbs used in constructions referring to moving objects in space can be categorized into two groups, which he calls movement and displacement. The former are verbs such as French marcher, courir, trotter, galoper, sauter, sautiller, ramper, voler, nager; i.e. verbs which, according to Tesnière, express the somatic conditions of the moving object. Displacement verbs, on the other hand, express concepts tied to the spatial ground on which the motion takes place (examples: monter, descendre, aller, venir, entrer, sortir) . It has long been observed that the languages of the world do not all pay the same amount of attention to these two types of verbs. Among the scholars working on this phenomenon, Talmy (1985 Talmy ( , 2000b has probably been the most influential. Slobin in particular (1991; ; forthcoming]; Slobin and Bocaz 1988) has used Talmy's framework for the crosslinguistic comparison of spatial expressions (mainly motion verbs) and their acquisition. Given the considerable resonance of Talmy's and Slobin's work, this paper will use Talmy's conceptual and terminological framework in order to analyze dialectal and standard language data. It is thus necessary to provide a short introduction into the basic categories and distinctions made by Talmy and the scholars who build upon his ideas.
According to Talmy, the conceptualization of a motion event (and, as we will see in a moment, of static spatial settings as well) can be analyzed as integrating a series of different conceptual components. In Figure 1 , two instances of locating expressions and their conceptual components are presented. is  on  the table  the linguist is running into the library
The entity on which the attention in discourse is predominantly centered is called the figure. This is the object or being which is going to be located or traced in space. The figure is typically expressed in the subject NP of a spatial expression, as illustrated in Figure 1 . The second conceptual part of a motion event is the activating process. It can have two distinct parameter settings, either transition or fixity. Despite the fact that Talmy himself uses the term 'motion events ' (2000b: 226) for all instances covered by the conceptual content rendered in Figure 1 , I consider it to be more appropriate to use a more generic and less 'dynamic' term, namely spatial localization event. The activating process is generally mapped onto the verb, if the conceptual content is linguistically expressed. The third conceptual entity in Talmy's framework is the association function, which relates the figure to its spatial environment. In the examples in Figure 1 , the association function is expressed in the preposition (P) of the linguistic expression. The last entity, the ground, is (part of) the spatial environment in respect to which the figure is either statically located or moving. Since the conceptual core of any spatial localization event is by definition the localization of a figure with respect to the ground, the association function together with the ground can be seen as the core schema of the whole conceptualization. In some cases, however, the association function alone can be seen as the core schema, particularly in utterances which do not openly specify the ground (e.g. The boy fell down [from the tree].)
As we have seen in Figure 1 , the verb carries the concept of transition/fixity. In the second example in Figure 1 , however, the verb not only encodes motion, but it adds information about the nature of the motion. The verb run thus is an instance of Tesnière's mouvement. Talmy analyses these verbs as integrating two components, namely [motion] and [manner (of motion)]. This is one instance of the more general phenomenon of integrating more than one event into a single clause (Talmy 2000b: 214-216) . The other type of event integration which is important for spatial expressions is the integration of motion and path, i.e. the co-integration of the association function into the verb. Figure 2 depicts the enhanced mapping of conceptual content into syntactic constituents. In the first example in Figure 2 , information about the manner of motion (an example of what Talmy calls a co-event) is mapped onto the verb. In the second example, the association function (=the path) is mapped onto the verb. According to Talmy, the languages of the world show different patterns of conceptual mappings in the verb slot. For the present purposes, it is sufficient to distinguish two groups: either the languages tend to integrate a co-event in the verb slot, or they tend to integrate the association function into the verb slot (Talmy 2000b: 223) . If the association function is not mapped to the verb slot, it is expressed in a constituent which stands in a sister position to the verb: either a satellite or a PP. A satellite is a particle such as the German separable and inseparable verb-prefixes ("Präfixe und Halbpräfixe", cf. Eisenberg et al. 1998: 435) . If, in a VP, a satellite occurs alone, there is no explicit ground element in the surface structure. The ground then can easily be inferred from the (textual) context. Depending on this difference of lexicalization patterns, Talmy proposes to distinguish between satellite-framed (S-) languages and verb-framed (V-) languages:
Languages that characteristically map the core schema into the verb will be said to have a framing verb and to be verb-framed languages. Included among such languages are Romance, Semitic, [...] . On the other hand, languages that characteristically map the core schema onto the satellite will be said to have a framing satellite and to be satellite-framed languages. (Talmy 2000b: 222) According to Slobin (1991, 1996) , there are important differences between S-and V-languages in the realm of motion events. Slanguages (e.g. English, German) express the core schema of the spatial relation, generally the path of a moving entity, in a particle, whereas Vlanguages (e.g. Spanish, French) map the core schema onto the verb. Since the verb slot in S-languages is available for additional information, they tend to integrate co-events in their expressions, mainly the manner of motion of the figure. As Slobin (1996: 218) shows convincingly, these lexicalization patterns contribute to typical "typologies of rhetoric", i.e. the speakers of a particular language tend to tell different stories, depending on whether their language is of the S-or V-type. As an example, Slobin (1996) has been able to show that English displays a higher degree of mannersaliency than Spanish, a V-language: Spanish narratives use many fewer manner-specifying verbs when describing moving figures in space; the verb inventory as a whole is smaller than the one used by English speakers. The English and Spanish examples (1) and (2) represent this difference; both describe exactly the same picture from the Frog Story (Mayer 1969 ; examples are taken from Slobin, forthcoming):
(1) the boy tumbles down from the branch (2) y el niño se cae
As Berman and Slobin (1994) point out, this difference seems to apply to S-and V-languages in general:
The satellite-framed languages in our sample also tend towards greater specification of manner, probably because the lexicon provides a large collection of verbs that conflate manner with change of location (crawl, swoop, tumble, etc.) , often conflating cause as well (dump, hurl, shove, etc.) . In verb-framed languages, such elaboration is more of a "luxury", since path and manner are elaborated in separate expressions, which are generally optional, and which are less compact in form [e.g., 'exit flying (from the hole)' vs. 'fly out (of the hole)']. As a consequence of these differences, it seems -at least in our data -that English and German narrations are characterized by a great deal of dynamic path and manner description, while Spanish, Hebrew, and Turkish narrations are less elaborated in this regard, but are often more elaborated in description of locations of protagonists and objects and of endstates of motion. (Berman and Slobin 1994: 118-119) There is no doubt that, rather than applying a rigid binary distinction, the languages of the world can be positioned on a cline of manner saliency, with (proto)typical V-languages on one end and typical S-languages on the other end of the scale (Slobin, forthcoming). The list of languages which are analyzed using the 'Talmy-Slobin' paradigm is considerable (cf. the extensive list of Frog Story studies in the Appendix of Strömqvist and Verhoeven, forthcoming). However, I am not aware of systematic research on the relationship between dialects and their corresponding standard languages. And this, of course, is what the analysis in the present contribution aims at.
Before we can proceed to the analysis of the French and German data, one additional theoretical approach has to be discussed briefly. In his (2001) paper, Wälchli proposes a more fine-grained typology of motion verbs; more precisely, he focuses on a typology of displacement, in the sense introduced by Tesnière (see above). First, we can distinguish three different 'loci' of the expression of displacement: "(V) Verbal encoding (i.e. by the verb stem), (AN) adnominal encoding (i.e. by prepositions, postpositions or case marking), and (AV) adverbal encoding (i.e. by verb affixes or verb particles)." (Wälchli 2001: 301) Wälchli's verbal encoding is thus the predominant lexicalization pattern in typical V-languages, and the two other categories (AN, AV) are the loci of the core schema in S-languages. An innovative aspect of Wälchli's proposal is his subcategorization of the different types of path. He proposes 6 "cardinal kinds of displacement", which he labels with the help of Latin prepositions: AD, IN, SUPER, AB, EX, DE (cf. Table 1 ). Based on a corpus of parallel texts (the Gospel according to Mark), 40 languages are analyzed, and the coding of path in what Wälchli calls "basic intransitive motion" (2001: 300), i.e. motion "of humans (not animals or objects) moving without special haste and without vehicles", is analyzed. One main result of this study is a cross-tabulation of the languages in Wälchli's sample, based on the number of path distinctions made in the adnominal and in the verbal slot. Typical S-languages are those which show up to 6 adnominal distinctions (e.g. Western Apache, Russian), whereas typical Vlanguages offer up to 6 verbal distinctions but only very few adnominal distinctions (e.g. Tagalog, Kiswahili). This cross-tabulation allows for a two-dimensional representation of the path expression, and in particular it shows that some languages employ both verbal and adnominal encoding of the path (Udmurt, Erzya Mordvin). Whereas this representation allows us to draw a more adequate picture of the locus of expression of path, it isand Wälchli is, of course, perfectly aware of that -based on a problematic text corpus and focuses on only one particular type of displacement.
Wälchli's list of cardinal paths proves to be helpful not only for the typological comparison of a great number of genetically different languages, but also for our present purposes. However, there are two aspects in Wälchli's list of cardinal paths which need some modification in order to match the needs of the present analysis. Firstly, in Wächli's list, displacement along the vertical axis is conflated with a specified movement away or towards a ground element. E.g., as Table 1 shows, downward movement coincides with movement away from the source. This association is an unnecessary constraint for the analysis of the data here, since a motion verb coding a downward path can open a slot for either the source (3) or the goal (4) or even both source and ground objects (5) Thus, I propose to categorize the cardinal paths in a more general manner, not specifying for source or goal in the vertical dimension. Secondly, Wälchli associates deixis and displacement, as becomes manifest in the use of the verbs 'come' and 'go' (cf. Table 1 ). I propose to disregard deixis as well, since the deictic center taken depends on the deictic stance taken in a particular narrative. For example, it is perfectly possible to have a path such as "F come into G". With these two modifications, the list of cardinal paths can be set up as in Table 1 . Table 1 . Cardinal kinds of displacement
Wälchli's idea, together with the core notions from the theoretical and empirical work by Talmy and Slobin, provide the framework within which the dialectological data in the remainder of this contribution will be analyzed. After a short account of the data used here, we will first discuss the lexical patterns found in the verb slot (Wälchli's verbal coding of displacement), then those in the adverbal and the adnominal slot.
Data
The data have been collected using two well-tested tools. The Frog Story (Mayer 1969 ) was used in order to elicit reference to motion events. Mayer's picture book consists of 24 panels which show the trajectory of a little boy and his dog searching for their pet frog. The story is well suited for eliciting all kinds of motion in space, since both the boy and the dog run across the forest, fall into a ditch, climb trees, etc. The informants (cf. Table  2 ) are asked to study the picture book briefly, in order to get acquainted with the plot of the story. Subsequently, they are asked to retell the story, backed up by the picture book. This retelling is recorded and later transcribed and coded for the phenomena discussed here. Note that Talmy's framework does not only apply to motion events. Expressions referring to static spatial relations underlie very similar constraints, and they are thus included where it is appropriate. Static spatial expressions are elicited by using another picture book which has been developed by the Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics in Nijmegen (cf. Bowerman 1996) . This consists of 71 drawings, each of which has an object (the figure) marked by an arrow. The informants are asked to describe where this figure is located with respect to its physical environment (ground). This task is relatively monotonous, and it is sometimes hard both for the informant as well as for the dialectologist to go through the whole picture book, particularly with older informants who are often unable to see the point of this kind of task. The speakers of Standard High German in the sample are all Germans, from different areas of the country. Some of them have been living in Switzerland for some time. Since in Germany and especially in Switzerland the dialect-standard situation must be taken into account, all SHG informants have been chosen on the basis of two criteria: first, they must not have a German dialect as their first language (only a very slight accent was allowed), and second -for those living in Switzerland -they must not speak a SHG which is markedly mixed with Swiss German features.
2
The Swiss German dialects are represented here by the Muotathal (MU) dialect. The Muotathal is located in the central part of Switzerland, in the canton of Schwyz. The valley is not situated particularly high up in the mountains (altitude: 610 m. above sea level), nor is it particularly inaccessible, but nevertheless it is a place with a high degree of linguistic and cultural idiosyncrasy. The population is characterized by relatively dense, close-knit and multiplex social networks, which can be easily inferred from the small set of last names borne by a large portion of the native population. The natives are very proud of their area, and they show great loyalty to their valley. The Muotathal dialect has been chosen here because of its relatively traditional language-ecology conditions. Since I am interested in factors such as the conceptional orality vs. literacy of a variety (cf. section 6), this very traditional area of German-speaking Switzerland with relatively low levels of migration, higher education, and valleyexternal ties is most likely to offer a contrast to the Standard language.
Some remarks on the Swiss German language situation are necessary to understand the categories in Table 2 (see also Haas 2000: 57-138 and Rash 1998 for a general characterization of the SG situation). The most important point here is that the Alemannic dialects spoken in Switzerland are the first language of virtually all natives, and that there is no 'standard' Swiss German dialect. With rare exceptions (basically internal migrants who mix SG dialects), every Swiss German speaker speaks some clearly regionally marked variety. Although a certain leveling of the small-scale dialect features can be observed, there is no tendency towards a Swiss German koiné, as the study by Christen (1998) has shown clearly (assertions to the contrary, namely in German sociolinguistic publications [cf. e.g. Dittmar 1997: 80] , are based on traditional misunderstandings and projections of the German situation onto the Swiss context). Although the term diglossia certainly has some problematic aspects, the Swiss German situation still resembles very much the picture given in Ferguson (1959) . The Swiss case of diglossia is characterized by functional differentiation -SG is used orally and SHG in all formal written contexts. The main domains of oral use of SHG in German-speaking Switzerland are as the language of instruction (although, once again, not categorically) and the language of some programs in the electronic media (news, movies). This medially constrained diglossia is an important aspect in the attempt to explain the variation patterns shown in sections 4 and 5 below.
Since one of the points of the present contribution is to show that Slanguages (such as SG) do not always behave the way typologists would expect them to, French has been added to the data sample in order to compare the two S-language varieties of German with a V-language. The speakers of French in the sample are all native speakers of French. They are all natives of the French-speaking part of Switzerland, although some of them live or have lived abroad (in France, in the US). Since most of the features which differentiate Swiss French from Parisian French are lexical and prosodic, they do not affect our data. Pleonastic constructions such as monter en-haut 'climb up' instead of the simple use of the path verb monter, which can be observed in colloquial French in Switzerland and elsewhere, do not occur at all in our data. tradition both in typology and dialectology of taking one single text or informant to represent a dialect or language, the sample here is nevertheless more 'representative' than what has been the rule so far. One of the aims of the aforementioned larger-scale project on spatial language will be to investigate social stratification of variation phenomena such as those discussed here. For the sake of brevity, however, sociological variables such as gender, age, and education have to be disregarded in the present analysis.
The verb slot: Motion and posture verbs
As discussed in section 2, one of the major typological issues in the realm of motion verbs is the difference in the use of path verbs and manner verbs. In this section, the verb slot in the Frog Story retellings will be analyzed. The three varieties/languages used in this contribution will be juxtaposed and compared, using the categories established both by Talmy and by Wälchli. In the second part of the section, the verb slot of the static data will be discussed and compared in a similar way.
Motion verbs
The Frog Story data have been analyzed with respect to the way the verb slot of a motion event is filled. Whenever a figure changes its location in the retelling, a more or less complex construction referring to movement (=activating process), path (=association function) and -optionallyground (either the source of the trajectory, a milestone on the trajectory, or the goal) and maybe manner of motion is used. Figure 3 shows the proportion of path verbs relative to the total number of motion verbs, grouped by the three languages/varieties. The non-shaded parts of the columns represent the percentage of verbs which do not code any path information. Table 1 )
As typologists expect and predict, speakers of French, on the whole, use more path verbs than speakers of German. The difference is considerable both when comparing French with the Muotathal data as well as with SHG. 4 Additionally, the figure not only shows global differences of path verb usage, but also displays the exact locus of this difference: whereas French has a path verb expressing EX paths (sortir), German does not. French also has a path verb for IN paths (entrer), however, due to the particular features of the plot, entrer does not show up at all in the data. Another important difference is the very frequent use in French of DE verbs (mainly the verb tomber), whereas German fallen and Muotathal dialect kchiie are used less frequently. The French data also display more usage of SUPER verbs (monter); interestingly, this category of path verbs is almost negligible in the Muotathal data. If we compare the path verbs of the Muotathal dialect and SHG, we discover a very frequent use of AD verbs in the former, which is basically due to the high frequency of the verb cho (SHG kommen [='come']), as in examples (6) and (7). (6) dä chömmeds änefür wider a öppis aane then come-they yonder again at something towards 'then again they come to something' (7) und obe isch ejä de Uhu cho and above is yes the owl come 'and above the owl appeared' It is at least questionable whether the verb cho in all instances represents a path verb. Whereas in some examples it clearly has the semantics of a path leading towards a ground object (as in example 6), in others (example 7) the verb simply means 'to appear' or 'to move'. This non-path usage of cho~kommen is not impossible in SHG, but it is not nearly as frequent as in the Muotathal dialect. Since the line between path and non-path usage of cho is not easily drawn, all instances of cho have nevertheless been tagged as path verbs. It thus could be argued that for the Muotathal dialect the proportion of the AD path verbs in Figure 3 could shrink to a value close to the SHG value. This would even increase the difference between SHG and the MU in terms of overall path verb usage.
Whereas Figure 3 is an account of the motion verb usage in the data, Figure 4 renders the degree of co-event integration in the verb slot. As we have seen in section 2 above, the 'standard' co-event in the realm of motion verbs is the manner of motion, i.e. additional information about the modality of displacement. Examples (8) to (10) Figure 4 shows clearly, the usage of manner verbs varies considerably. Boxes represent the middle 50% of the values, the median (dark line) as the best representative of the distribution, and the vertical lines indicate the scattering of the whole sample. The box plot was chosen as the best chart type since it shows medians and distributions at the same time. Every speaker of SHG, MU, and FR is treated as an individual case with his/her score for manner verb use. The median, as the best representative of a distribution of ordinal-scale values, shows clearly that FR has the lowest values for manner verb usage, confirming the typologists' expectation. For SHG, on the other hand, the plot reflects a considerably higher use of manner verbs, with very little overlap with the FR data. The speaker of SHG with the lowest use of manner verbs uses about as many manner verb tokens as the speaker of FR with the highest scores. MU, in the middle of the chart, shows a peculiar distribution. First, the scattering is very wide, with the highest values close to the highest value of SHG and the lowest value even lower than the lowest FR values. Second, the median is much lower than that of SHG, and the MU sample as a whole is statistically significantly different from the SHG sample (independent sample t-test, p<0.01). Using the same statistical procedure to compare MU and FR, the difference turns out to be not significant (p=0.121). As a preliminary result we can state that, regardless of the undoubted S-language status of MU, its usage of manner verbs is not significantly different from FR (a Vlanguage). SHG, on the other hand, is significantly different from MU and FR.
Another striking difference between MU and both SHG and FR is the very high proportion of non-motion verbs in the MU data (19% vs. SHG 0% and FR 0%). Frequently, the verbs heading a motion VP are auxiliaries (i.e. the motion verb participle is not specified, cf.
[11]), modals (12) or even Ø (13). (11) der hund isch em hirsch nache the dog is ART+DAT deer after 'the dog follows the deer' (12) der bueb wott ufe baum ufe the boy wants up+ART tree up 'the boy wants [to go] up into the tree' (13) de frosch ussem glas the frog out-of-the+DAT jar 'the frog [went] out of the jar'
The use of the AUX sii (SHG sein [='be']) as a motion verb is by no means a SG speciality; it can be found in southern German dialects as well (Stadelmann 1978: 111) . 6 According to the Duden Grammar (cf. Eisenberg et al. 1998: 92) , sentences like (12) are possible in SHG, too, and it is commonly understood as an elliptical construction which omits the participle. However, in our SHG data, this type of construction does not occur at all.
Posture verbs
For the linguistic description of static configurations, the same framework as the one used for the motion verbs can be applied. However, at least in the languages used in this contribution, there is no direct parallel to path verbs in the realm of static spatial language. Since neither German nor French has verbs expressing core schemata such as 'being on top of X' or 'being near X', there is no need for an analysis of 'core schema verbs' in this case. Consequently, even the V-language FR provides a verb slot which is always available for the expression of co-event information. We thus expect smaller differences here between German and French than in the case of the motion verbs. Although Talmy explicitly includes static relations in his event-structure framework (cf. section 2 above; Talmy 2000b: 218 and 221), he does not present any further analysis of static expressions, and -as far as I know -he does not explain why the 'coreschema' verbs in many languages only exist for lexicalizations of path-and not of place-core schemata. However, there is no doubt that in all three varieties, manner co-events can be expressed in the finite verb, as examples (14) to (16) Since the latter constructions, too, convey information about the alignment and position of the figure (i.e. 'manner of position'), it is useful to include these constructions in the global count. Figure 5 shows the proportion of co-event verbs, again in the box plot style already used and explained in Figure 4 .
% of total of responses The differences here are even more striking than in the motion verb count. SHG shows extremely high values -almost all informants use posture verbs in the great majority of the responses. The scattering for SHG is narrow, with the lowest values at around 60% of the answers and the highest at about 80%. There are only very few examples of AUX+Participle predicates in either SHG or MU. However, in contrast to SHG, MU is extremely poor in the usage of finite manner verbs. It turns out that all MU informants overwhelmingly used the verb sii 'be'. The MU scores are so low that even the speakers of French, who were expected to be more similar to the speakers of German here than in the motion verb count, turn out to use more manner verbs than the speakers of MU. As the figure shows clearly, French strongly prefers the AUX+Participle construction discussed above (examples 17-19). In this section, the verb slot and its filling with core-schema and coevent content have been analyzed. In certain respects, the typological expectations have been confirmed: as far as the expression of path is concerned, French and both varieties of German behave the way typologists predict. However, in other respects, namely the expression of co-events, the picture is more complex, and in particular the MU dialect looks more like a non-manner salient V-language. SHG, on the other hand, seems to fit the typologists' expectations for both criteria examined in this section. An appreciation and discussion of these results will be attempted in section 6, after an in-depth analysis of the verb-sister position in the next section 5.
The verb-sister slot: Path and place arguments
As outlined in section 2, the locus of the association function is either the verb slot or a constituent of the VP which is adjacent to the verb (cf. Figure  2 and examples 20-24). In the latter case, it can either be instantiated by an adverb alone (i.e. a satellite in Talmy's terminology, cf. Talmy 2000b: 222) or by a PP. As outlined in section 2, German is generally seen as an Slanguage, i.e. a language which canonically maps the core schema onto a particle in the verb-sister position. However, Talmy's term S-language seems to be slightly biased by a structural property of English. Consider examples (20) to (24). (20) le garçon sort the boy exits There is no doubt that in the French example (20) the path is expressed in the verb root. In the English examples, the path is expressed in the particle out, which is a typical satellite in Talmy's terminology. Example (21) not only expresses the path but also a ground element in the PP of the house. In a way, the P of again expresses a very schematic path, referring to displacement away from a source. In the German examples, finally, we see that the path satellite is dropped once the ground element is introduced in a PP. Although there is no doubt that German typically does not map the path onto the verb root, it does not always have path satellites. As soon as a ground object appears, the association function is in the head P of the constituent, and no satellite is involved. It thus makes perfect sense to distinguish two types of non-verbal coding of the core schema, adverbal (=satellite) and adnominal (=PP) marking (as proposed by Wälchli 2001: 301) . Both are in a sister position to the head of the VP, and both are, of course, arguments rather than adjuncts. Finally, the German (both SHG and MU) data contain another construction, as shown in examples (25) and (26). This type of construction has attracted some attention from both dialectologists (Staub 1881 (Staub -, vol. 2: 1319 Stadelmann 1978: 108) and syntacticians (Olsen 1996: 305; Eisenberg et al. 1998: 399; McIntyre 2001: 63; Pittner 1999: 55 The exact syntactic status of the construction in (25) and (26) is not clear. As Olsen (1996: 306) points out, the adverb can be seen either as taking part in a verb complex as in (25a), or as part of a complex PP as in (25b). Example (25a) represents a construction very similar to the English satellite in example (21). Other syntacticians clearly opt for the second variant, and in this case the adverb is considered the head of the argument constituent and the PP its modifier (Pittner 1999: 54) . However, although there are different syntactic accounts of this construction type, it is generally admitted that the structural variants do not imply major shifts in the semantics of the construction (Pittner 1999: 55) . Since we do not have the space for an in-depth syntactic analysis here, it shall suffice to distinguish between the simple path and place arguments, as in (23) and (24) on the one hand, and complex path and place arguments as in examples (25) and (26) on the other. In the remainder of this section, the details and frequencies of the simple and complex path and place arguments will be outlined. Since there is not a single instance of a complex construction in the French data, the comparison can concentrate on the varieties of German.
Path arguments
The example of a complex path argument given above in example (25) represents a case in which the adverb and the P prompt the same association function. These constructions thus are often labeled pleonastic or redundant (e.g. Olsen 1996) . The question arises whether (24) and (25) in fact really do mean exactly the same thing, or whether a semantic differentiation is possible. This question will be discussed below. Here, I propose to accept the redundancy claim as a working hypothesis. However, not all adverbs and Ps -lexically -code the same spatial schemata, as (27) demonstrates. In addition, the use of a composite adverb, as in (28) allows us to add the coding of movement towards or away from a transposed deictic center. (27) er hed en inne Teich appe grüert he has him in-a pond down thrown 'he threw him down into a pond' (28) schlich er sich aus seinem Terrarium heraus crept he himself out his+DAT terrarium TOWARDS-out 'he crept out of his terrarium' For a frequency count of the complex path arguments, it is thus useful to distinguish the pleonastic constructions and the semantically complementary constructions as in (27) . This is shown in Figure 6 . What strikes us immediately in Figure 6 is the much higher average use of complex path arguments in MU. The total use of the PP+ADV construction is significantly higher in MU (independent sample t-test, p<0.01). Whereas the pleonastic constructions are not significantly more frequent in MU compared to SHG (p=0.072), the complementary constructions are (p<0.05). Again, in MU the scattering is relatively wide, with some informants hardly ever using complex arguments and others using them in almost 70% of all motion event constructions. In SHG, some redundant constructions occur, but the complementary constructions are extremely rare.
In the MU sample, the most common combination of redundant Ps and adverbs are the doubling up of the EX and IN paths (8 out of 29 = 28% for both, cf. examples 29 and 30). The largest group (8 out of 24 = 33%, cf. examples 31 and 32) within the set of complementary constructions are instances of a DE path, i.e. downward motion in combination with either an EX or an AB path: (29) de hund hed nümme chönne usem Glas uuse the dog has no-more can out-the+DAT jar out 'the dog could not [come] out of the jar anymore' (30) er mües au no is glaas ine he must+CONJ. also yet into-the jar inside 'he had [to go] into the jar, too' (31) ischt er usem baum abbe ghiit is he out-the+DAT tree down fallen 'he fell down out of the tree' (32) isch er wieder vom baum abbe ghiit is he again from-the+DAT tree down fallen 'he fell once again down from the tree' Whereas we assume that the redundant constructions do not imply a major difference in cognitive construal of the motion event, it is important to note that constructions such as the one in (31) in particular represent a different, more complex construal of the scene: the figure is not only moving on a downward path, it is also 'exiting' the tree space, construed as a schematic container. The MU data are thus not only characterized by more redundancy in the syntactic slot of the path argument, but also, to a certain extent, by a more elaborate mental construal of the motion event.
Place arguments
In this section, the static data are analyzed, using the same categories as in section 5. In the MU data, there are 50 such examples and 3 in SHG. The spatial relationship of encirclement (cf. example 33) accounts for 17 (34%) of the redundant place arguments in MU, and 2 (66%) in SHG. The containment relationship (cf. example 34) is doubled up in 15 (30%) of the MU data and in 1 (33%) of the SHG sentences. Figure 7 displays the distribution of pleonastic and complementary place adverbials. Again, the figure shows considerable differences between the MU dialect and SHG. Although complex place arguments are structurally possible, they are statistically almost negligible in SHG. The MU informants' data are characterized by an average of about 10% redundant constructions, although the outlier (ME4) shows, that one informant has a score of about 20%. As the chart suggests, the differences between MU and SHG are statistically very significant for the pleonastic constructions and for the total of the PP+ADV constructions (independent sample t-test, p<0.01).
The analysis of the place arguments supports the main evidence from the path argument section above, i.e. MU tends to have more complex constructions than SHG. At the same time, the static data do not evidence a great deal of complementary constructions.
As mentioned before, the question arises of whether the semantically redundant complex arguments are really equivalent to their corresponding simple PP-constructions. Examples such as (34) above could be evidence of a similar distinction as between English in vs. inside, i.e. partial vs. complete containment of the figure in the ground. However, for several reasons, the data analyzed in this sample do not support this type of differentiation. First, the dog in the picture which stimulates responses such as the one in (34) is not completely inside the kennel. Pleonastic constructions are even used for a picture stimulus showing a man smoking a cigarette, which for the greatest part is undoubtedly located outside the mouth:
(37) d zigerette wo imenä muul innen isch the cigarette that in-a mouth inside is None of our informant groups even approximately uses the complex argument constructions categorically for a particular picture stimulus. Since both simple PPs and complex PP+ADV constructions occur for the same pictures and in the same varieties, the data analyzed here do not support any systematic semantic differentiation other than the 'redundancy hypothesis'. However, other means of data elicitation and/or meta-semantic judgments by informants might shed more light on this issue. To conclude this section concerning place and path arguments, it seems clear that both static and dynamic expressions show similar patterns of variation within the German varieties: the MU dialect is characterized by a significantly higher degree of complex local arguments, and at least in the dynamic data this corresponds partially to a higher resolution of the spatial scene, a difference in mental construal. This more elaborate expression of the association function is undoubtedly a salient form of "distributed spatial semantics" (Sinha and Kuteva 1995: 187) . Sinha and Kuteva in fact propose an additional typological axis, representing the overtness or covertness of the expression of the association function (1995: 191) . On this axis, MU clearly is an example of a (variety of a) language with a high degree of overtly expressed spatial relational semantics.
Conclusions
In the two preceding sections, the lexical and syntactic realizations of the verb slot and of the path and place arguments have been compared. The main findings can be summed up as follows: MU compared to SHG, the path and place argument slot is significantly more complex in MU both in syntactic and in lexical terms. In the MU dialect, a simple PP very often does not seem to be sufficient for the expression of the figure's location and path. 5. For dynamic expressions, this complex path predicate in MU often involves two aspects of a complex path, rather than one path as in SHG.
What can typologists learn from dialectologists?
Typologists -for methodological reasons -often have to simplify their subject matter in two ways. First, since they often attempt to deal with a great number of the world's languages, they have to focus on homogenized categories such as 'German', 'Spanish', 'French', etc. On the other hand, it is the dialectologists' job to look at regional and -since good dialectology includes social dialectology -social variation within a particular 'language'. I am convinced that the data presented in this contribution show clearly that once we zoom in on those idealized categories, we discover patterns which go against the larger picture drawn by typologists. Second, typologists often have to rely on rather unnatural linguistic data. Take the study by Wälchli (2001) discussed in section 2 above: for the sake of comparability, the 40 languages in Wälchli's sample are represented by a single text of a rather specific kind, a bible translation. This text type not only tends to exclude dialectological and sociolinguistic variation, but, canonically, it also represents a particular form of the standard language, namely the extreme of conceptional literacy on a continuum between literacy and orality (cf. Koch and Oesterreicher 1985: 18 and the discussion below). Whereas typology often has to rely on such relatively 'unnaturalistic' data, dialectologists, by definition, attempt a much more fine-grained analysis of -predominantly oral -use of language. Given this difference in scope of the linguistic subject matter, the dialectological analysis carried out in sections 4 and 5 can shed some new light on the typological classification proposed by Talmy (2000b: 117) , as has been stated in conclusion (3): Not every satellite-framed language is a manner-salient language. 7 If we remember the frequent use of complex path and place predicates in the MU dialect, we can conclude that this dialect uses satellites together with PPs, just like (Standard) English and unlike SHG (cf. the discussion in section 5). MU thus is clearly an S-language, but an S-language which does not express significantly more manner than the V-language French. Talmy's quote remains an open problem, there is no need to assume a direct causal connection between the complex path arguments, on the one hand, and SlavicGermanic contact, on the other: If the pattern appears to be a genuinely German one -admittedly not one of SHG -this is the much more likely reason for its existence in Yiddish. The Slavic adstratum might have a supporting effect for this type of construction, and it may well be that the phenomenon in Yiddish owes its possible categoriality to such an adstratum effect. But clearly a closer look at the dialectal variation within German allows us to avoid drawing hasty conclusions about language contact phenomena.
Since dialectologists prototypically deal with language forms which are either the locus or at least remnants of oral culture, the issue of orality vs. literacy has to be addressed here. Koch and Oesterreicher (1985) claim that language use -both written and spoken -can be located on a cline between a conceptionally oral and a conceptionally written pole. For our present purposes, this means that even oral language use can show features of conceptionally written language. And, on the other hand, written varieties can show features of conceptional orality. Oral language is what Koch and Oesterreicher also labelled language of closeness ("Sprache der Nähe"; 1985: 21; Oesterreicher 2001 Oesterreicher : 1565 Oesterreicher -1570 . The conceptionally oral form of language has a lot to do with Givón's pragmatic mode (1979: 229) , as opposed to the syntactic mode, which corresponds to the language of distance ("Sprache der Distanz"). Koch and Oesterreicher offer a large number of features which characterize the language of closeness (1985: 27; 1994-1996: 591; 2001: 1568) . Some examples are anacoluthic and elliptic constructions, congruence violations, holophrastic utterances, paratactic structures, low type-token ratios in the lexicon, hyperbolic expressions, and many pragmatic phenomena such as turn-taking signals, self-corrections, etc.
Two features of the language of closeness are of particular interest here: redundancy and lexical variation/elaboration. As shown in section 3, the diglossia in German-speaking Switzerland imposes predominantly functional constraints (written vs. spoken language) on the use of the two varieties of German involved. In its (completely non-standardized) written form, Swiss German is almost exclusively used in contexts pertaining to the language of closeness, i.e. private letters and postcards, internet chats, etc. It is thus justified to assume that SG, on the whole, preserves important features of the language of closeness. In most parts of Germany, on the other hand, dialects are dying out or are at least socially stigmatized. Therefore, conceptionally literate SHG dominates most everyday usage contexts. SHG, as Reichmann (2003) has shown clearly, is very much a product of a long transition process from conceptional orality to conceptional literacy. Undoubtedly, the oral use of SHG in contexts where, traditionally, dialects had been spoken introduces features of conceptional orality into the standard language. But the fact that the norm (generally attributed to the Duden Grammatik and Duden Rechtschreibung, handed down to the speakers via schooling) is based on the conceptionally written form of SHG has important influences on the oral use of SHG. If those assumptions are correct, we would expect oral SHG to show fewer features of the language of closeness than the SG dialect. And this is exactly what we find in the data analyzed in the present contribution: MU data show considerably less lexical variation in the verb slot than the SHG data; the manner of motion and the posture of the figure are by default not characterized, unless they require particular attention in the actual discourse. Furthermore, the elliptic use of the auxiliary as a motion verb (cf. section 4.1), which can only be found in the MU data, is another typical feature of conceptionally oral language (Oesterreicher 2001 (Oesterreicher : 1568 . SHG, on the other hand, elaborates by default on the different ways of moving and being positioned in space. This corresponds exactly to one of the aforementioned differences between language of distance and language of closeness. 8 The path and place predicates, on the other hand, show a different pattern. As has been shown in section 5, the locus of the core schema of spatial expressions is syntactically more elaborate in MU than in SHG. Whereas SHG seems to focus on the co-event part of the spatial localization event (cf. section 4), MU focuses more on the association function. Again, for a conceptionally oral variety it makes perfect sense to emphasize the core schema of an expression instead of the rather secondary co-event. The redundant cases thus correspond to Koch and Oesterreicher's claim that conceptionally oral language is more redundant than its written counterpart (1994-1996: 591) , and its higher frequency in the dialect data fits perfectly well Stein's (1996: 38) principle "No double surface realization" for written standard languages. The cases with complementary prepositions and adverbs could be understood as a more fine-grained resolution of the spatial scene -which could be connected to the common hypothesis that rural and in particular alpine populations' linguistic repertoires are more elaborate in the area of spatial orientation (for the alpine Alemannic Walser colonies, cf. Frei 1970: 351; for a comprehensive treatment of spatial language and linguistic relativity cf. Levinson 1996) .
What can dialectologists learn from typologists?
The second fundamental question this volume wants to address hasimplicitly -already been answered in this contribution. In my view, one of the most important issues in present-day variationist linguistics is to bring together the enormous amount of knowledge of details from the synchronic and diachronic aspects of varieties all over the world. Dialectologists and sociolinguistis have to progress beyond the stage of hunter-gatherers in which, unfortunately, many of us are still working. Just as in the early days of European dialectology, when dialectologists were busy empirically testing the neogrammarians' theoretical assumptions (Berthele, forthcoming) , they should reconnect today with the neighboring linguistic disciplines which are trying to address universal issues of language use and how the latter shape linguistic forms. Functional and usage-based theories from the realm of typology, cognitive linguistics and psycholinguistics offer a great repertoire of theories and concepts which can easily be adapted within a variationist/dialectological framework. The present study is of course but a very modest attempt to achieve a (more) re-united discipline, but I am convinced that, at least in the domain of spatial language, typological frameworks offer at least two great advantages. First, they help systematize the research object in the way Talmy's proposal systematizes the realm of spatial language. Second, they allow us to code and analyze cross-linguistic and cross-dialectal data in a transparent way. Both are prerequisites for connecting dialectological research findings with the latest developments in linguistic theorizing and analysis.
Notes

